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1-‘ 
This invention relates to improvements in 

methods of and machines for inserting fasten 
ings into work parts or stock, either for the pur 
pose of securing together such work parts or for 
the attachment of articles such as ornaments to 
work parts or stock, or both, the fastenings being 
so inserted that they do not penetrate through 
the entire thickness of the combined parts or the 
stock, but ‘become anchored within the substance 
of the combined work ‘parts or the stock. Fas-v 
tenings of- that type are frequently referred to in 
the trade as blind-fastenings. 

It is a purpose of the invention. to improve 
uponand to simplify .the insertion of blind fas 
tenings, generally speaking, while resorting to 
no, or a minimum of,-extraneous orauxiliary de 
fleeting-elements. 
In accordance with one of- the principal fea 

tures of the invention the work itself into which 
the blind fastening is to be inserted is relied upon 
as ‘the primary, if not the exclusive, de?ecting 
factor, and to this end an interior portion of the 
work, at the location where the fastening is to be 
inserted, is compacted prior to the insertion of 
the fastening, whereupon the fastening is so in 
serted that its leading end portion becomes de 
?ected by the compacted portion of the work and 
thus is caused to penetrate into. and. become an 
chored within an adjacent noncompacted por 
tion. of the work without penetrating the entire , 
thickness of the work. The features of the in 
vention may be advantageously employed to fas 
ten materials or objects to a relatively thick piece 
of leather or of any other material which, like 
leather, is adapted to become. densely compacted 
throughout portions which are subjected to a 
heavy impact pressure, and adapted to remain 
compacted after the pressure has been removed. 
In addition to leather, examples of two suitable 
materials possessing requisite physical charac 
teristics are vulcanized ?ber and. a leather sub 
stitute sold under thev tradename of Darex, ex 
tensively used as. an insole material in shoe 
making. 
In its method aspect, the invention, therefore, 

is characterized generically. by the two important 
steps of compacting an. interior portion of the 
combinedv work-‘parts or stock and then de?ecting 
a fastening progressively rearwardlyv from its 
leading. end portion by driving the fastening 
against only the compacted. portion of the work 
parts or stock so it becomes anchored within the 
substance-of .thecombined work partsor stock. 
While it is possible that, as actual tests have 

shown, the above-de?ned- .method- steps may be 
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2 
practiced: manually withoutv the use of any spe 
ci?c. mechanism. or machine, the method by. pref 
erence. may :be. practiced; vby the use of. novel 
mechanism‘iembody'ing. additional. novel. features 
of the invention. Since theinvention is capable 
of embodiment in several forms, two. preferred 
embodiments of. the invention. are herein. illus 
trated, one. being. an. .eyeleting. machine, and; the 
other a stapling machine, both machines having 
in common the provision of'meansfor compact 
ing-an. interior portion .ofthe work parts or stock 
presented to. the machine in combination with 
means for so inserting a fastening, be. it an eye. 
.let-or a. staple, into the stock that theleadingend 
portion. of. the. fastening becomesdeflected by the 
compacted portion of thesto'ck intdan. adjacent 
noncompacted. portion. of the. stock without pene 
trating the. entire thickness of’ the stock,'thus 
anchoring the. fastening well within the sub 
stance of. thestock. 
Theseand. other features of the invention will 

now. be. described. in, detail. in. connection with the 
accompanying drawings and, will. be pointedont 
in the. appended claims. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a, view in right-hand side. elevation of 

an eyeleting machine. in which the invention is 
shown as. embodied; ' ' 

Fig. 2 is a plan view. of the machineillustrated 
in Fig. 1; - 

Fig. 3 is a frontelevationof-themachineillus 
‘Grated. in Fig. 1‘; ' 

Rig. 4 is a‘ plan view. of- thetoolsupporting. and 
controlling mechanism of themachineillustrated 
in_Fig.1;;- ‘ 

Fig. 5. is» a lett-hand‘side elevation, in section, 
of the mechanism illustrated: in Fig. 4‘; 

Fig. 6: is a front elevation of the. mechanism 
illustrated- in Fig. 4 ; 

Fig. 7 is a detailview, in section, ofaa punching 
tool illustrating the. operationv of the. tool upon 
the work parts presented to the machine; 

Fig. 8, is .a detail View of an eyelet inserting 
and setting tool: illustrating. theoperation of the 
tool upon the portion of’ the. work'parts prepared 
by the punching; tool illustrated. in Fig. 7.; ‘ 

Fig. 9, is a view in front. elevation of a1 stapling 
machine constituting another. embodiment of the 
invention; 

Fig. 10.15 a vie. .' in left-hand side elevation of 
the essential parts-‘of the machine illustrated in 
Fig. 9, the parts being. shown in section; I 

Fig. '11 is a view. in left-hand side elevation of 
the machineshown in Fig. 9; ' i " ' 

I'Tigs.v 1:2. and 13 illustrate the progressive ac 
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tions of the staple presenting and staple inserting 
tools of the machine shown in Fig. 9; 

Fig. 14 is a detail view, in section, of a modi?ed 
punching tool illustrating the operation of the 
punch upon work parts to be fastened by a ?ber 
peg; and 

Fig. 15 is a detail view, in section, of a fiber 
peg inserting and setting tool illustrating the 
operation of the tool upon a peg driven against 
the portion of the work parts prepared by the 
tool illustrated in Fig. 14. 

It has been indicated that since the invention 
is capable of embodiment in several tangible 
forms, two preferred embodiments of the me 
chanical features of the invention are shown in 
the drawings, namely an eyeleting machine illus- 
trated in Figs. 1 to 8, and a stapling machine 
illustrated in Figs. 9 to 13. It also has been 
stated that both machines have in common the 
generic features of ?rst compacting an interior 
portion of the work parts or stock presented to 
them and then so inserting a fastening into the 
work parts or the stock that the leading end por 
tion of the fastening becomes de?ected by the 
compacted portion of the stock and enters into 
an adjacent noncompacted portion of the stock 
without penetrating the entire thickness of the 
stock. 

Referring ?rst to the eyeleting machine of 
Figs. 1 to 8, it will be noted that the machine 
comprises a frame l0 provided with an overhang 
l2. The illustrated work parts are superimposed 
layers of material a, b, 0 (Figs. 7 and 8) which 
are to be secured together by an eyelet e in the 
fashion indicated in Fig. 8. As heretofore re 
lated, the material, comprising the layer a and 
within which the fastening is to be deflected and 
anchored, must be ?rst compressible to produce 
densely compacted interior portions which will 
then maintain their compacted state after the 
removal of the compressing force, so that the 
material in these portions may be employed as a 
de?ecting medium for anchoring the fastening 
within the stock. In the case of the eyelet type 
fastening, illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, the layer 
a should also be of suflicient thickness to permit 
the leading end portion of ‘the fastening to be 
?rmly embedded therein without penetrating 
through the entire thickness of the stock. As 
an illustrative example, let it be supposed that 
an impervious outer layer 0 of clear plastic is to 
be used as an outer covering for a sheet b of 
decorative paper, and it is desired to apply these 
upon a piece of leather backing a, this leather. 
stock having a thickness of about an eighth of an 
inch. The eyelet 6 may be suitably formed from 
a ductile metal such as brass, copper or alumi 
num, the wall thickness of the skirt or lower 
leading edge portion of this eyelet being thin 
enough to become upset when driven against a 
compacted portion of leather. The requisite 
length for the skirt portion would depend upon 
the aggregate thicknesses of the layers b and c, 
and the depth, beneath the surface of layer a, 
to which the compacted portion has been carried 
by the punching operation, for the skirt must 
penetrate this distance before it begins to be 
upset by the compacted portions during its driv 
ing. The foregoing is not to be construed in 
any way as limiting the practice of the invention 
to the anchoring of metallic fastenings into 
leather stock, for it is within the contemplation 
of this invention to vary the fastening material 
to best suit the characteristics of the stock in 
which the fastening is to be upset. For instance 
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a heavily calendered backing of vulcanized ?ber 
might require the use of steel eyelets, whereas a 
plastic eyelet might su?ice for forming a fasten 
ing to be anchored into a backing of soft wood. 
The work parts a, b, c are placed upon a work 
table I 4 mounted in the machine frame [0, as 
will be described, and provided with a gage 16 
which determines the operative position of the 
work parts upon the work table M. 
The table id is in the shape of a round disk 

and is vertically adjustable in the machine, as 
will be presently described. Integral with the 
table it is a downwardly extending stem [8 (Fig. 
1) which engages a vertical bore 2i! provided in a 
portion of the machine frame ID. The stem l8 
has a threaded lower end 22 in threaded engage 
ment with which is a hand nut 25 contained in a 
horizontal slot 25 provided in the frame portion 
I fl. The hand nut 24 thus is held against vertical 
movement but is capable of rotation about the 
central axis of the stem 58. A horizontal guiding 
screw 28 is threaded through a portion of the 
machine frame Ii] and extends into a groove or 
keyway 35) provided in the front portion of the 
stem it so as to prevent rotation of the stem 
“5 and of the table !4 but to permit vertical ad 
justment of the table H! on rotation of the hand 
nut 24. The hand nut 24 may be held in adjusted 
position by a manually operated plunger 3| re 
movably held in the machine frame It] and ex 
tending into one of a series of holes provided in 
the peripheral portion of the hand nut 24. 
For the purpose of adjusting the edge gage 

It horizontally and with relation to the table [4 
there is provided a groove 32 (Fig. 3) in the table 
hi, the groove extending in the longitudinal di 
rection of the machine (forward and rearward) 
and receiving a guide piece 315 integral with the 
bottom portion of the edge gage it. Thus the 

__ edge gage may be adjusted along the groove 32. 
t is held in adjusted position by a clamping 
screw 36 (Fig. 1) which extends through a slot 
38 (Figs. 1 and 2) provided in the edge gage I6, 
and is threaded into the table I4. 
The two work engaging or operating instru 

inentalities or tools of themachine (illustrated 
in Figs. 1 to 8) are a punch Qi) and an eyelet in 
serting and setting tool 42. As illustrated in Fig. 
6, the punch 43 is held in a clamping collar 44 
which is part of a rotary carrier 136 secured on 
a shaft 58 rotatably mounted in the lower por 
tion of a vertically reciprocating plunger 56. The 
rotary carrier at is partly received in a recess 
52 (Fig. 5) provided in the lower portion of the 
plunger 58. The setting tool 42 is held in a 
clamping collar 54 corresponding to the collar 
"54 and also a part of the rotary carrier 46, the 
tool 132 extending at right angles to the punch 40. 
In the position of the parts illustrated in Fig. 6 
the punch 45) is located in its effective position 
with relation to the reciprocating plunger 50 so 
that on downward movement of the plunger 56 
the punch M) will become operative to punch a 
hole into the work supported on the table M, as 
will be described. Upward movement, thereafter, 
of the plunger 5%! withdraws the punch 40 from 
the work and on rotation of the shaft 48 and the 
carrier 46 in a counterclockwise direction (as 
viewed in Fig. 6) the punch 46 will be moved out 
of its e?ective position with relation to the 
plunger 5t and the setting tool 42, to which in the 
meantime an eyelet has been presented in a man 
ner well-known in the art, will be moved into its 
effective position with relation to the plunger 
50. Downward movement of the plunger 50 then 
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will. resultinv an qpsrati'on nsrformediby thawe 
let. inserting ‘and setting 11001-42. upon the. Work 
parts, more speci?cally,~ the tool '42,;fwill- insert 
the‘ eyelet ‘previously presented to, it into the 
hole provided in the ‘work by the punch 40- and 
upset the eyelet therein._ To‘ rotate" the shaft 48' 
vso: as .to ‘ move thev punchk?'?" and‘. the tool ‘42' alter» 
‘na'tely ‘into and out of their e?'ective ‘positions 
with relation ‘to the plunger 50, there is secured 
upon a forwardly extending portion of‘the'sh‘aft 
43 a hand wheel 56'. To hold. the. shaft #8 in 
place, there is mountedion ajrearwardly extend 
ing portion thereof a‘ collarv 5B ‘which is ‘pinned 
to. the shaft 48 and abuts the rear wan qr; the 
lower ‘portion. ‘of. the plunger ‘50''. ‘as best ‘shown 
in Fig. 5. 
To look or hold either the punch “or the 

tool '42 in their respectivey'efvfective positionsjwith 
relation ‘to the plungerfdll, there. provided "a 
spring lock mechanism ‘comprising a small 
plunger 68 ‘vertically movable in the recess Y52 
and in ‘an upper reduced extension 62' thereof. 
The plunger ‘60 has ‘a head '6] on its lower "ex 
trem'ity upon which. is‘ seated the lower "end ‘of a 
spring '64, the, upper end ‘of. ‘which engages a 
shoulder 'portion'o'f. the recess 52., "Iihespringtli 
thus tends'to 'defpressthe .plungerf?il with ‘the head 
portion of the plunger ‘engaging ‘one off-‘two '?at 
faces ‘disposed atright angles ‘to each ‘other von 
the rotary carrier ‘at. Rotation ofthe‘carrier 46 
to. move one or-the ‘other of_ ‘the two to'ols 40,42 

“effective position vresults 'in ‘a v temporary. ‘up 
ward. displacement of ‘the plunger GOJagainst‘the 
pressure of "the spring 64. whereupon, 'after'the 
tool has arrived ‘in it's'e?ectiv'e position, the ‘head 
portion "of the ‘plunger (it) ‘engages ‘the correspond 
‘ing?at face on the 'carri'er‘4IB ‘under thepressure 
of the spring'ii?l'to holdth'e't'ool, 
The abovesmentioned "tool ‘operating ‘plunger 

'51] is mounted for verticalreciprocation in the 
'inachine-fand ‘is operated in a ‘manner which. will 
now be described. Formed, onjth'e upper extrem 
ity of 'theplunger '50 'is a 'head 'BBJG'igs. '1, ‘3, 5 
and. '6). 'whichis .g'uided-ifor vertical. reciprocating 
movements in- a bore ' 6 8 .' provided ‘thefforwar'd 
portion of'the overhang l-2. Beneath the ‘head 
166i there‘v is i-mounted'infthe ' bore '68.‘ and, surround 
ing5tlie.plung-er’5'0_~a$spring 1.0, theilower end of 
which; is‘seat'ed. upon'the bottom of. ‘the boref68. 
The spring 10, thus tends .to 'elevatetheheadf?? 
and. the vplunger $50; The upper end- portion of 
the 5 hea'dfG 6 ‘ is ' rounded and» the ifrontlace. of- the 
h'ead iKSéis provided with a groove or keyway} 12 
which» is engaged bya- screw'MYthrea'ded 'into. the 
ffront portion of'the overhang, 1J2,’ this toprevent 
the head Y66 and plunger 50 from turning, about 
their vertical centralaxis during their recipro 
catory motions. The; roundedupper end portion 
of the head?t v is- engaged-by. an operating vlever 
1.6. (Fig. 1) pivotally secured: at-itsffront endto a 
‘lug; provided on the. overhang l2- and pivotally 
;;co_nnected vat its rear end to a treadle rod 18. 
The. lower end of the ‘treadle rod "158’is lpivotally 
connected to’ a treadle (-not'shown) which, in a 
manner ‘well-known in vthe‘art, is normally so 
held by va treadle spring (not-shown) 'thatlthe 
treadlev rod‘ 78; is maintained in. its‘ uppermostpo 
sition. Depression; of the treadle results (in a 
downward motion of ‘the rod 18,’ thereby swing 
ing. downlthe lever 16. and depressing the. head 
1“66'. and _ plunger-"50‘ against ‘the pressure of,‘ the 
"spring‘l?ftofo'perate either one ofthe-toolslilf42. 
"Alder the "operation tithe respective-‘tool. "the 
Ttreadlef is released to. ‘cause- upward movementof 
‘ thetre‘a'dle 'rod' ‘18 and' upward'swinging "move 
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6 
merit of the operatinglever 16,‘ the‘ compressed 
spring 10' at; the same ‘time moving the: head 166 
and plunger- 550- upwardly. The-lowenend of-v the 
path of-downward swinging movement of" theop 
crating lever ‘IQ-and accordingly, the lowenend 
of»v the operative-stroke ofeeitherthe punch’ Mlior 
the settings tool-142; are adjustably determined by 
a stop screw 89 which is: threaded’ into the over 
hang I2 and with, which the operating lever-‘l6 
contacts/on‘ downward~swingingfmotion. 
Referring now more in detail to» the- construc 

tion and‘ operatic-n- oi- the punch‘ 40 and. theset 
ting tool 4/2, it» will be noted in ‘Fig; 7 that- the 
punch 4-0 has a reduced;~ lowerportionBZ which 
is hollow-and provided» with a cutting edge at‘ its 
lower- extremity.- ‘Movable- in the "hollow- portion 
8-2 is a plunger 84~ which servesto-expet the 'cut 
ting‘ waste from; within» the portion -82~'on; elevation 
of the tool so after- the completion of’ a punch 
ing stroke._ ‘The plunger ‘84 is provided With- a 
‘collar ~88- which is guided for vertical reciproca 
tion: in a bore 88" of the main‘ portion of the punch 
46, there-‘being.mounted-1a spring Slllon ‘the collar 
"36, the upperend-of-the spring abutting- a shoul 
der of the "bore 83-. The spring as thus tends to 
depress the plunger 84 within, the punch >40 so 
that the lower end- of the plunger 84‘ is located 
close to the lower ‘extremity of the punch 4:0 in 
the normal inoperative posit-ion thereof. After 
location of the punch 4-0" in ‘its elfective relation 
to the plunger ‘50 and downwardv movement of 
the plunger tithe lower portion '82 of-the punch 
is caused to punch a hole through the layers 0 
and b of the combined‘ work parts and into ‘the 
layer a which may be considered the body por 
tion of the stock. It is to be understood that 
while the body portion of the stock a must' possess 
certain characteristics whichpermit it to be com 
pressed to form a suitable deflecting. medium, 
those materials forming the layers ‘1) or c which 
are to be completelypunched through may have 
an almost in?nite ‘diversity of physical proper 
ties or characteristics. The cutting waste'pro 
duced by punching through the layers c_ and b 
enters the lower portion -8_2-of' the punch 40 (as 
illustrated in Fig. 7) forcing the plunger 84 up 
ward against the pressure of the spring 90. Up 
on withdrawal of the ,punch 40 from the work, 
the spring "9D ‘is free to expand, forcing the 
plungerB-Av downward in the'punch and expelling 
the waste material. 
As already stated, the punch enters ‘into the 

layer a or body portion of thework Without pene 
trating its ‘iullthickness‘it'bein'g understood that 
the vforce of the punch 'is considerable so that 
when the .punchihas reached itsj?nal operative 
position (illustrated in Fig. 7) the interior por 
tion of’ the layer'a'between thelower end of the 
punch and the lowersurface of the layer a will 
have become considerably compacted, particu 
larly along the slanting‘ face 11, indicated‘in'Figs. 
'7 and’ 8. 
The setting tool "42 is; provided inthe customary 

manner with a pilot '92 which extends from‘the 
lower portion of the tool 472- and is movable with 
relation thereto. The upper endof the pilot 92 is 
provided with a collar or head 94 vertically mov 
able in‘a bore '95 proyided in the tool '42 and 
biased by a spring -9>B,‘the upper end of which 
contacts-the upperend portion of the bore‘96. 
The spring 98-»thus tends to ‘push the pilot‘92 
'outwardlywith relation to the ‘tool'42yso, that 
vin alnormal inoperative position 'of'theitool' 42 
an eyelet e may be placed overithe’protruding 
pilot v92 "and" may - be -frictionally' held‘ thereon. 
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After the completion of the operative stroke of the 
punch 40 the plunger 50 is again elevated where 
upon the hand wheel 56 is rotated to rotate both 
tools 40 and 42 in a counterclockwise direction, as 
viewed in Fig. 6, thereby moving the punch 49 
out of its effective position with relation to the 
plunger 50 and moving the setting tool 42 into its 
effective position. The plunger 50 again is de 
pressed by the manipulation of the treadle with 
the result that the eyelet e held on the tool 42 
.is inserted into the hole previously made in the 
work by the punch 40 (see Fig. 8). Continued 
operation of the setting tool 42 results in a dis 
placement of the pilot 92 into the interior of the 
tool 42, and in a driving of the eyelet e along 
the previously punched hole in the work with the 
result that the lower or leading end portion of 
the eyelet e is caused to impinge upon the com 
pacted slanting face d and to become laterally 
de?ected thereon into an adjacent nonconf 
pacted portion of the layer a, as illustrated in the 
right-hand side of Fig. 8. Thus, the eyelet e is 
de?ected progressively rearwardly from its lead 
ing end by driving the eyelet against only the 
compacted face d. It will be seen, therefore, that 
the three layers a b and c are ?rmly secured to 
gether by the driven and upset eyelet e and that 
the eyelet e is ?rmly anchored within the body7 
portion of the work without penetrating through 
the entire thickness of the work. As already 
stated, the eyelet may be inserted also in such 
a fashion that it not only secures the three 
layers a, b and 0 together but attaches thereto 
an article such as an ornament. The setting 
tool 42 having completed its operative stroke, the 
punch 50 is raised to withdraw the tool 42 from 
the work. Rotation of the hand wheel 58 in a 
clockwise direction (as seen in Fig. 6) thereupon 
results in the setting tool 42 again being moved 
out of its e?ective position with relation to the 
plunger 58 and simultaneously in the punch 45 
being moved into its eifective position (shown in 
Fig. 6) in readiness for the next descent of the 
plunger 55 to punch a hole into the work adjacent 
to the previously made hole, the work having, 
in the meantime, ‘been manually fed across the 
table 14. 
The stapling machine, shown in Figs. 9 to 13, 

illustrates a further embodiment of the inven 
tion, as already pointed out. The stapling ma 
chine has a frame IID (Figs. 9 to 11) provided 
with three vertically spaced and forwardly ex 
tending arms or brackets H2, H4 and H8. The 
lower bracket II2 carries a work table IIB pro 
vided with a work gage I 28. The gage is mount— 
ed for horizontal adjustment with relation to 
the table H8 and to this end is provided with a 
slot I22 (Fig. 10) through which extends a clamp 
ing screw I24 threaded into the table II 8 and 
adapted to hold the edge gage I2!) in its posi 
tion of adjustment similar to the gage arrange 
ment of the eyeleting machine of Figs. 1 to 8. 
The work parts to be operated upon comprise two 
superimposed layers a’, b’ which are to be secured 
together by a staple 8 (Figs. 12 and 13). As in 
the case of the eyelet inserted by the previously 
described eyeleting machine, the staple when be 
ing driven into the work parts becomes anchored 
within these parts without penetrating their en 
tire thickness in that during the driving of the 
staple, the staple legs are laterally de?ected by 
interior compressed portions 0’ (Figs. 12 and 13) 
of the layer a’ which constitutes the body por 
tion of the work. 
For a purpose to be described, the work table 

I I8 and the gage I233 which locates the work parts 
a’, b’ in operative position on the work table II8 
are mounted for vertical reciprocation in the 
frame bracket I I2. To this end the table I I8 has 
extending downwardly from it an integral stem 

- I26 which is vertically movable in a bore I28 
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provided in the bracket H2. A guide screw I35) 
threaded into the bracket II2 extends into a 
vertical groove or keyway I32 provided in the 
front portion of the stem I28, thus preventing 
rotation of the stem I2% and the table H8 dur 
ing vertical reciprocation thereof. The lower 
end of the stern I26 is pivotally connected to the 
front end of a two-armed lever I34 rotatably 
mounted in the machine frame IIE] midway be~ 
tween its ends and also pivotally connected at 
its rear end to a treadle rod I35 (Fig. 11). The 
treadle rod I35 is pivotally connected at its low 
er end to a treadle (not shown) which is spring 
biased to hold the treadle rod I35 elevated and 
which, upon depression, lowers the treadle rod 
I35 to impart to the lever I34 a swinging move 
ment in a counterclockwise direction (as viewed 
in Fig. 11) to elevate the stem I26 and table i I3. 
The illustrated stapling machine also is pro 

vided with two main work contacting or operat 
ing instrumentalities or tools, namely a punch 
I36 and a driver I323. The punch I36 is normally 
held ?xed in the frame bracket H4 and is pro 
vided with two prongs (as shown in Figs. 9 and 
12). The two prongs of the punch I36 are the 
lower extremities of a block I40 (Figs. 9 to 11) 
which is mounted in a bore I42 provided in the 
frame bracket I E4. The block I40 has a threaded 
upper extension I44 by means of which the block 
may be adjusted heightwise of the machine. To 
prevent rotary motion of the block during 
heightwise adjustment, a guide screw I45 
threaded into the bracket H4 engages a vertical 
groove or keyway I48 (Fig. 10) provided in the 
front portion of the block I49. The upper portion 
of the bore I42 provided in the bracket H4 is of 
enlarged diameter and is tapped to receive a hol 
low hand screw I56. The hand screw I50 has an 
inwardly projecting radial shoulder portion I52 
(Fig. 10) which at its bottom face engages a 
shoulder on the block I40 and at its top face a 
nut I54 in threaded engagement with the upper 
extension I44 of the block I 48!. The nut I54 is 
held in position by a check nut I56 also in 
threaded engagement with the upper extension 
I44 of the block I48. To hold the hand screw 
I 50 in its position of adjustment and accordingly 
to hold the entire assembly supported by it, pri 
marily the block I40 and the punch I36, in its 
heightwise adjusted position, a check nut I58 is 
in threaded engagement with the hand screw 
I59 and is tightened against the top face of the 
bracket II4. Thus block I49 and punch I36 are 
held normally fixed in the machine frame. 
The above-mentioned driver I38 is mounted 

for vertical reciprocation between the two prongs 
of the punch I35 (as shown best in Figs. 9, 12 
and 13). The driver extends upward from the 
prongs I 38 through the bore I42, as well as a 
bore I60 provided in the block I46 and its upper 
extension I44, through the hand screw I 50 into 
a chuck IE2. The chuck I82 is provided on the 
threaded lower extension I64 of a vertically re 
ciprocating slide I65. The slide I66 is guided in 
bushings I68, I'Hi mounted in a, bore provided in 
the upper frame bracket H6. A guide screw I72 
threaded into the bracket H6 extends into a 
vertical keyway I14 provided in the front por 
tion of the slide I66 to prevent rotation of the 
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thee ehehtite leneithethel. this, etrihe its ‘vertic 
feel teeiprteeetteh-m hfelhlhhiheeetew, "it hes a 
.thhheehele i ether "Per-tieh Whieh; is. in 
threaded. eheeeerheht with the .exteheieh I164 
The ,lewer- ehe P, ttie'he ‘ [1.8 ef'the ethane Shrew 
I16, ere Weeee-ehehed rte, .e'heeee the ,ih'ehhed 
ehter teeee of the ehheh hiemhere 1462-. lt'will be 
Seen. thet mehhhlrretetieh eftt'h'e elemhihe eerew 
116 results in a_ clamping of the upper portion of 

l ‘the driver I38 in'the chuck _lliz'orarelea'sethere 
‘from depending uponkthedirec‘tion of rotation'of 
the threw "it. 'Threeded‘hhen'thelewer the-eer 
tieh ef the-threw "t. is e, etthlhht. lt?lthith is 
seated e h'redetehhi'hee ,dietehee. teeth th'efihriier 
portion of the hand screw I50 and which isvheld 
in’ adjusted position upon the screw I13 by a 
check nut I82. ‘ 

. . Tejheeihreeete the el'idel'tt. ehdthete'hv to 1th 
part reoiprocatory motion to the driver I33, the 
_upper extremityof the slide l?o?ispivotally icon 
heejtee, to the. iteht ehsl teeth. tweeehhed theret 
ihelever "ttpivethlly eeeut'ed et' 1.86. _tejthe the 
ehihe. frame» the reel.- the hi theletehlt? heihe 
pivetehy eehheetee the e. treedle roe I38. (them 
in Fie- 11:.>- The treeele tee is eivetellr eeh 
he'etled at. 1th lewer ehd to e. shrine-titted 'treeele 
(net Shown). eehreeeieh etwhith. eeheee eleve 
tien of, the red 1.88 ehdethheihg. movement, of. the 
lever I84 in a clockwise direction (as, viewed in 
Fig. 11) with the result that a downward driv 
ing motion is imparted to the driver _I_38_to the ex 
tent ‘permitted by thenselected spacing between 
the stop nut I80 and hand screw I50.‘ ‘I H _ 
The hr‘r'eheeiheht iegeheh thet 1h the .hehhel 

meneretive peeitieh etthe meehihe her-ts. the 
viewed in Fig. 9')‘ the lower end of the‘driver I38 
is located a considerable distance above the lower 
end of the two prongs of the punch I35‘so that a 
staple s, the legs of which have laterally de 
?ected end portions, may be placed upon the 
prongs of the punch I36 with the bar of the 
staple resting against the lower extremity of the 
driver I38. By now depressing the treadle con 
nected with the treadle rod I35, upward move 
ment is imparted to the work table “'8 and the 
work parts a'», b’ supported thereon until the 
stationary punch I36 has penetrated entirely 
through the layer 1)’ and has partly penetrated 
through the body portion a’ of the. work, asv illus 
trated in Fig. 1-2. In doing so, the previously 0 
mentioned interior portions 0’ of the layer, a’ 
have become compacted and fat the sarnetirne 
the staple s has been partially and bodily inserted 
or pushed into the work. While maintaining the 
work table H8 in its elevated position, e. ‘g: by 
maintaining the corresponding treadle depressed, 
and thus maintaining the relative positions of 
the punch and the work parts a’ and'b', the 
driver I38 is caused to descend by the depression 
of the treadle connected to ‘the treadle rod I88 
with the result that the driver I738 drives the par 
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tiell-y inserted staple heme to the position ihei- . 
cated in Fig. 13. In driving the partially in 
serted staple s home, the staple legs are progres 
sively de?ected rearwardly from their leading 
end, upon reaching the lower end of the vpunch 
prongs, in a lateral direction by the compacted 
interior portions 0’ of the work so that the staple 
legs become securely anchored in the work parts 
without penetrating through the entire thickness 
or these parts. The ?nal position or the inserted 
staple is shown in Fig. 13. Release of the two 
treadles then results in a, withdrawal of the work 
from the punch 136 and in an elevation of the 

driver I38 with relation to the punch into the 
position illustrated‘lin Fig.9. " I ‘ 

It ‘already has‘ been'mentioned that'the inven 
tion is capable of embodiment m'maoy "forms 
and as a third e'Xainple of an. embodimentof 
the invention'may ‘be mentioned ‘the, insertion 
of a v?ber peg into work parts vby a cylindrical 
driver which has 'a cupped lower end and/is 
given two strokes during one inserting cycle. 
The ?rst stroke of the driver 292, as illustrated 
in Fig. 14, results in a 'hole being punched part 
way into the work and due‘to the cupped end 
of the driver an interior-portion'wof the work 
between the bottom of the punched hole and 
the opposite or lower surfao'e'of'the 'wo‘rk'bec‘ornes 
considerably compressed ‘so that the seeing 
2M, thereafter inserted into the punched hole 
by the same driver during its second stroke, 
becomes upset or flared out‘at its lower extremity 
when impinging upon the‘ just-mentioned com 
pressed interior I portion of the work at the 
bottom of the hole‘ punched therein, and the 
upper end of the ‘pega‘u'pon being driven beyond 
the con?ning inner walls of; the driver, nozzle 
208, becomes compacted outward the" con 
tinued driving to forrna ?ared headMon the 
upper extremity of the ‘fastening. ' " , 

Having thus described my invention, what I 
claim as new and desire to secureby Letters 
Patent of the United States is: 

1. In a method of inserting a fastening into 
stock, the steps of ?rst densely compacting an 
interior portion of the stock by punching an 
aperture into the stock without removing materielv therefrom.’ ehh. then. defleetihe the tele 
tehihe hregreeeively teerwerdly ffehh, its leeehhe 
end by driving the teetehihe eeeihet ehhrfeeid 
portion. and thereby eeheihe eeihleeeihe end to 
enter an edJ'eeeht heh-eethpeeteel ,ieertieh 

~2- In a methed hf inserting‘ .iethtiiningh ihte 
stock having Opposite eurfeeee, the, Steps» of. eup 
pertihe the steel; with ‘one of; ‘the. ehrfeeeereet 
me against a ?xed support, deheelyeempeetihe 
an interior portion of. the steels hr hhhehine 
ah. aperture into the steel; here the opheeite 
surface. thereof Without penetretihete the ?ret 
mehtiehed surface .Witheht. remevihe any 
material. from theheeyehertieh eithesteeh, and 
inserting a fastening. into; the .eteek. such, a 
relation to the aperture that the leading end 
portion of. the feetehinebeeemes de?ected by 
the compacted pertieh into a heheemheeted per: 
tion of the stock. ’ _ 7 v _l 

3- In a method of inserting eyelet inte'osteeh 
and upsetting the leading end portion ofnthe 
eyelet Within the etqek, the etehe .ef ‘densely hem. 
paeting “an interior. pertieh hi ‘the eteek. by 
punching an annular.aperturehhvihgh beveled 
bottom wall partewey into. the steek Without 
removing any material from, the bodyjportion 
of the stock to compact the portion or" the stock 
at the bottom of the apertureninto a dense mass, 
inserting, an eyelet into the aperture and driving 
it home thereby ehueihe the leading end .0: the 

Y eyelet to become laterally de?ected by the coin 

paeted portion? ., V. _ , 4- Ih a methetl of. iheertihe a Steele .i-hteetehh, 

the hteple having lees. provided with] laterally 
bent ehd pertiehe, the. ,StQPSQf engaging. the 
laterally bent end nertiens andvpushihg them 
bodily part-way into-the stock, thereby compact 
ing portions or the stock ahead of the laterally 
bent portions of the partially inserted staple, 
engaging the bar of the staple and driving it 
home thereby causing the bent portions of the 
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staple to move in the direction in which they 
extend into noncompacted portions of the stock. 

5. In a method of inserting staples into work 
pieces which consists in inserting a staple part 
way into a work piece by engagement with later 
ally bent portions formed on the legs of the 
staple, and then completing the insertion of the 
staple into the work by engagement with the 
bar of the staple. 

6. In a machine for inserting a staple into 
stock, the staple having legs provided with later 
ally bent end portions, means for engaging and 
supporting the laterally bent end portions of the 
staple, means for causing said end portions to 
enter into the stock thereby compacting portions 
of the stock ahead of said end portions and in 
serting the staple part-way, a driver engaging 
the bar of the staple and for driving the staple 
home therebyrcausing said end portions of the 
staple to move in the direction in which they 
extend into noncompacted portions of the stock 
and causing the staple legs to become progres 
sively de?ected by said compacted portions. 

7. In a machine for inserting a staple into 
stock, the staple having legs provided with later 
ally bent end portions, a machine frame, a punch 
?xed in the machine frame and supporting the 
laterally bent staple portions, a support for the 
stock, means for moving the support ‘heightwise 
with relation to the punch thereby pushing the 
laterally bent staple portions bodily into the 
stock as well as compacting portions of the stock 
ahead of the laterally bent staple portions and 
inserting the staple part-Way, a reciprocating 
driver engaging the bar of the staple and driving 
it home thereby causing the bent portions of the 
staple to move in the direction in which they 
extend into noncompacted portions of the stock 
and causing the remainder of the staple legs to 
become progressively de?ected in the same direc 
tion by said compacted portions. 

8. In a machine for inserting a staple into 
stock, the staple having legs provided with later 
ally bent end portions, a machine frame, a punch 
?xed in the machine frame and supporting the 
laterally bent staple portions, means for adjust 
ing the punch with relation to the machine 
frame, a support for the stock, means for moving 
the support heightwise with relation to the punch 
thereby pushing the laterally bent staple portions 
bodily into the stock as well as compacting por 
tions of the stock ahead of the laterally bent 
staple portions and inserting the staple part way, 
a reciprocating driven engaging the bar of the 
staple and driving it home thereby causing the 
bent portions of the staple to move in the direc 
tion in which they extend into noncompacted 
portions of the stock and causing the remainder 
of the staple legs to become progressively de 
?ected in the same direction by said compacted 
portions. 

9. In a machine for inserting a staple into 
stock, the staple having legs provided with later 
ally bent end portions, a machine frame, a punch 
?xed in the machine frame and supporting the 
laterally bent staple portions, means for adjust 
ing the punch with relation to the machine 
frame, a support for the stock, means for moving 
the support heightwise with relation to the punch 
thereby pushing the laterally bent staple portions 
bodily into the stock as well as compacting por 
tions of the stock ahead of the laterally bent 
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staple portions and inserting the staple part-way, 
a reciprocating driver engaging the bar of the 
staple and driving it home thereby causing the 
bent portions of the staple to move in the direc 
tion in which they extend into noncompacted 
portions of the stock and causing the remainder 
of the staple legs to become progressively de 
?ected in the same direction by said compacted 
portions, and means for adjusting the active 
stroke of the driver. 

10. In a machine for inserting a staple into 
stock, the staple having legs provided with later 
ally bent end portions, a machine frame, a two 
legged punch ?xed in the machine frame and 
supporting the laterally bent staple portions, 2. 
support for the stock, means for moving the 
support heightwise with relation to the punch 
thereby pushing the laterally bent staple portions 
bodily into the stock as well as compacting por 
tions of the stock ahead of the laterally bent 
staple portions and inserting the staple part-way, 
a reciprocating driver mounted for movement 
with relation to the punch and engaging the 
bar of the staple and driving it home thereby 
causing the bent portions of the staple to move 
in the direction in which they extend into non 
compacted portions of the stock and causing the 
remainder of the staple legs to become progres 
sively de?ected in the same direction by said 
compacted portions. 

11. In a method of inserting fastenings into 
stock, the steps of ?rst compacting an interior 
portion of the stock by applying pressure through 
one means to the stock to form an aperture with 
out removing any material therefrom, and then 
forcing said fastening against said portion by a 
second means thereby progressively de?ecting 
said fastening along its length and causing the 
leading end to enter an adjacent non-compacted 
portion. 

HERMAN A. IMHOF. 
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